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Minutes of the 6th meeting of the StuPa of the University of Hohenheim 

Wednesday, 13 April 2022 at 6:15 p.m. in lecture hall 10 

Agenda 

 
1. Welcome and establishment of the quorum ......................................................................................................... 1 

2. Approval of the agenda ......................................................................................................................................... 1 

3. Approval of the minutes of 12.01.2022 ................................................................................................................. 1 

4. Financial requests ................................................................................................................................................. 1 

5. Report of the AStA ................................................................................................................................................ 1 

6. Rules of procedure of the LaStuVe ............................................................... Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. 

7. Resolution QSM 2022 .................................................................................... Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. 

8. Meeting dates in the summer semester 22 ................................................... Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. 

9. Report of the committees ...................................................................................................................................... 4 

10. Miscellaneous ....................................................................................................................................................... 5 

11. Agenda item not open to the public ............................................................... Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. 

 
  

Elected Members  Guests 

Judith Blättler (GL) Yannick Makuambala (Wipäd) Max Witzke 
Miriam Hofele (GL) Emma Kraft (A) Jolanda Lehmann 
Jan Gfrerer (GL) Hanna Tietgen (A)  
Natalia Vergara Hernandez (GL) Theresa Kaufmann (A)  
Tobias Lutz (Wiwi) Tim Beringer (N)  
Moritz Collette (Wiwi) Milena Kugel (Wipäd)  

Dominik Becker (Wiwi) Martin Junghanns (A)  
Susanna Mönchenberg (KoWi) Hauke Delfs (A)  
Nayana Kramer (N) Leon Reinhold (AHS)  
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Meeting points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1. Welcome and establishment of the quorum 

 
The welcome is given by the Presidium. 
 
Dominik Becker represents Fabian Probost. Yannick Makuambala represents Laura Waldvogel. Martin 
Junghanns represents Nathalie Weygandt. Jan Gfrerer substitutes Alejandra Ortiz.  
 
There are 18 members present at the meeting. The StuPa therefore has a quorum.  

  

2. Approval of the agenda 

 
Dominik Becker proposes to delete agenda item 5 and to send the report from the AStA afterwards. 
The amended agenda was put to the vote. Adopted unanimously. 

  

3. Approval of the minutes of 03.02.2022 

 

There were no changes to the minutes. The minutes were put to the vote and adopted unanimously. 

  

4. Financial requests 

 
There are no financial requests. 

  

5. Report of the AStA 

 
N/A 
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6. Ukraine and VS 

 
The integration of Ukrainian students through the VS will be discussed. Ideas are to be collected on how the 
Ukrainian students can be supported (already addressed at the VS hut). Judith Blättler presents the poster 
from the VS hut with the ideas that have already been developed (including a donation marathon).  
 
- Martin Junghanns questions whether it makes sense to organise a separate donation marathon when there 
are already established donation programmes and whether these are not more efficient and suggests 
providing information about already established programmes instead. Emma Kraft replies that the plan was to 
help acutely, which is where the telethon idea came from.  
 
- Judith Blättler suggests a fundraising TMS, where part of the proceeds are donated. Yannick Makuambala 
agrees with her, as the VS has the necessary know-how regarding the organisation of a TMS. 
Dominik Becker finds the organisation of a TMS for a good cause morally questionable. Hauke Delfs responds 
to Dominik Becker's point and says that the TMS takes place anyway and that income is generated 
accordingly. He sees it as sensible to donate these, as the Ukrainians are ultimately happy about the money 
they receive. Hanna Tietgen agrees with Hauke Delfs. Martin Junghanns suggests not to use the good cause 
and the collection of donations as an advertising tool. 
 
- Dominik Becker makes the counter-proposal to give a certain amount from the VS reserves to the Ukrainian 
students and use it for food vouchers, for example. 
 
- Emma Kraft thinks it would make more sense for a small group of people to take care of the issue. 
 
- Nayana Kramer said that the topic would be discussed again in a smaller group and closed the item. 
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7. Presentation of HisInOne 

 
- Welcome by Ms Bechen from the KIM. 
 
- Ms Bechen gives information on the HohCampus-Ilias interface. This is about the linking of the two systems. 
When a course is booked in HohCampus, a course is automatically created in Ilias. The participants in 
HohCampus are thus automatically course members in Ilias and the Ilias course can be found on the Ilias 
homepage. This eliminates the need to search in Ilias. 
 
- Ms Bechen opens the Q&A session. 
 
- Nayana Kramer asks why the interface cannot yet be implemented. 
Ms Bechen answers that no lecturer evaluation group can be found. 
 
- Hannah Tietgen asks whether a link can be created on HohCampus that leads directly to the Ilias course. Ms 
Bechen replies that the link is theoretically possible, but the lecturers hardly ever use this function.  
 
- Theresa Kaufmann asks whether it is possible to set that you can only take the module if you already have 
certain prior achievements. Ms Bechen answers that this should probably be technically possible. 
 
- Hauke Delfs notes that lecturers are often overwhelmed with the technology and therefore does not see 
much added value for either students or lecturers and suggests re-evaluating the situation in 10-15 years. Ms 
Bechen replies that it would not be very complicated for the lecturers, but rather for the groups that set up the 
interface. However, she also sees the concern and suggests cooperating with the University of Freiburg, 
where the interface is already in use.  
 
- Judith Blättler welcomes the merger and asks what the evaluation process would look like for the students. 
Ms Bechen answers that she would like to organise information events with the University of Freiburg, with a 
group of students and a group of lecturers, to exchange experiences and then to set up and test the test 
system. 
 
- Tobias Lutz welcomes the alliance and notes that a rejection of the interface at the present time would only 
represent a shift in the problem.  
 
- Ms Bechen asks how bad it would be if not all lecturers use the interface.  
Nayana Kramer and Hauke Delfs see this as a worsening of the current situation. Tobias Lutz agrees that it 
would be suboptimal, but anticipates that this will be the case anyway and that sooner or later everyone will 
use the system.  
 
- Adoption and closure of the agenda item. 
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8. Election of a new advisory member of the senate 

 

- Miriam Hofele proposes Mischa Bareuther. Milena Kugel proposes Maximilian Müller.  
 
- Mischa Bareuther introduces himself:  He is very active in various student groups (AStA Umweltreferat, 
TMS, AKN, Greening, AK Fahrrad); He is well networked and would like to enter into exchange with the 
students; He is concerned with the topics and not the positions. 
 
- Maximilian Müller introduces himself: He is active in the student council and in various committees and 
would like to accompany the structural developments of the university, for example by participating in the 
structure and development plan.  
 
- Maximilian Müller is elected with 14 votes out of 19. He accepts the election and is thus an advisory 
member of the Senate.  
 

  

9. Report VS hut 

 
Nayana Kramer reports: The VS hut took place from 01-03 April. Topics included the support of Ukrainian 
students by the VS; the TMS; use of the AStA cellar. The results of the hut will be sent out in a PowerPoint 
presentation. In future, a VS hut should take place again before the actual legislative period in order to 
integrate and inform newcomers (VS weekend before the first Stupa meeting). Tobias Lutz thinks that when 
finding a date, care should be taken to ensure that the VS weekend does not clash with the first semester 
events. Nayana Kramer states that a hut will take place, but that the date is still unclear. 

  

10. Report oft he committees 

 
- Miriam Hofele reports from the Sustainability Working Group. The sustainability weeks in BW are taking 
place and there are many events in attendance. The Green Lodge takes place on the last weekend in April.  
 
- Hauke Delfs reports on the QSM and says that the application phase should be shortened to the end of 
December, as there is still no feedback on the allocation of funds. 
 
- Judith Blättler reports that the Committee for Political Education has organised a guided tour on the topic of 
the Nazi past of the University of Hohenheim as part of the Sustainability Weeks. This will take place on 25 
May at 10 am.  
 
- Dominik Becker reports that the TMS raffle will start on Friday, 15 April at 10 am. 
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11. Miscellaneous 

 
- Judith Blättler addresses the topic of Teaching 2030. Nayana Kramer again calls for students to join 
the Teaching 2030 core team. Judith Blättler points out the Creative Workshop, which will take place 
on 16 May from 4-6 p.m. and in which all students can participate. 
 
- Nayana Kramer points out the upcoming elections and suggests the next meeting as a taster 
session. General agreement.   

  

 
The meeting ended at 8:10 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Nayana Kramer 
Chairperson of the Student Parliament  

Milena Kugel 
Deputy Chairperson of the Student Parliament  
Recorder 

 


